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conditions, your pace will probably
be “a little slower,” said Joel
French, director of the Colorado
University Sports Medicine and
Performance Center. But that’s not
a bad thing. While high-intensity
workouts are key if you want to
get faster, those tend to be short
and sweet and easily dispensed
with on the treadmill. Long,
slower runs actually help you increase the speed you can maintain
for longer distances—and can be
much more enjoyable outside.
The season’s other major variables—snow, slush and ice—might
seem tough to navigate, but they’re
worth pushing through. “It’s like
running on the beach,” said Mr.
French. “The resistance of an uneven surface changes your range of
motion so you hit slightly different
muscles.” In other words, your ankles and feet have to work harder
on slippery surfaces to get that
same push off the ground. Truly
ambitious abominable snow-runners who venture into deeper powder will find that their hip flexors
must labor more strenuously to
drive knees up over the snow.
“That works all the little muscles
that help you course-correct when
you take a step that’s a little off,”
explained Michael Bialick, an elite
ultramarathon runner and running
coach based in Minnetonka, Minn.
“The stronger they are, the more
stable and less prone to injury you’ll
be.” Ideal for navigating slippery
roads, winterized sneakers can help
you get a grip. Look for solid rubber
lugs on the outsole, like those on
the Saucony Peregrine Ice+ ($150,
saucony.com), Hoka One One Speedgoat 4 ($145, hokaoneone.com) and
Altra King MT 2 ($140, altra.com).
But you needn’t invest in a new pair
of sneakers; slip-on the spiky Yaktrax Run Cleats ($40, yaktrax.com)
or Kahtoola NANOSpikes ($50, kahtoola.com) can make any shoe
snow-, ice- and slush-ready.
And there’s something to be said
for getting fresh air year-round, said
Mr. Bialick. The dark days of winter
can be rough, bringing people down
and sapping their motivation. “Being stuck inside is the worst, and
once you figure out what to wear
and how awesome it can be, running
through the winter is a total moodbooster,” he said. “Very rarely have I
had someone come back and be like
‘That was miserable, I hated it.’”
The treadmill is still a great
spot to hang your winter coats.
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HEN THE weather outside is
frightful, you
might think the
last thing you’d
want to do is lace up some running
sneakers and jog out into the snow
and ice. Hopping on the treadmill in
your cozy basement seems both
saner and more strategic. Not necessarily: As long as you have the
proper gear, cold weather runs can
actually offer a more intense workout that will help you run faster and
longer when warm weather returns.
Traditionally, the biggest obstacle has been fending off frigid
temperatures and wind. Though
runners once had to layer up to
trap heat, now thin, light clothing
provides warmth and breathability
to help you maintain the optimal
temperature. 2XU’s latest collection, for example, uses heat-activating yarn and thermo-reflective
panels that pull body heat back
onto the skin. Under Armour has
developed ColdGear, a sweat-wicking fabric designed to keep your
body’s core temperature steady
without adding bulk.

Cooler Runs Prevail
Outdoor winter workouts can actually help boost performance. Here’s
the equipment you need to up your mileage as temperatures drop

Navigating slippery
roads? Winterized shoes
can help you get a grip.
Once you’re protected against
the elements, your body won’t
waste energy staying warm—and
can focus instead on the benefits of
winter workouts. “Running in cold
weather acts like strength training
for the lungs,” said Joe McConkey,
a Boston-based exercise physiologist and USATF-certified running
coach. When the air gets colder, its
molecules become denser and move
more slowly. That forces you, he
added, to “build stronger lungs and
more aerobic power to increase
your running economy,” i.e., how
efficiently you move. Persist: You
might not see benefits until spring.
And because you’re less likely to
overheat during long efforts, “winter is a good time to build volume,
meaning time on your feet,” said
Mr. McConkey, helping you improve your endurance.
In winter, even if you exert the
same effort as you do in warmer
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GEAR & GADGETS

BABY IT’S COLD OUTSIDE / THE LATEST AND GREATEST IN WINTER RUNNING GEAR

ASICS Winter Accelerate Jacket
Pads in the chest and back help this
water- and windproof jacket keep
you toasty. $180, asics.com

Saucony Peregrine ICE+ A sticky
rubber outsole grips the ice, and a
water-resistant upper protects your
feet from slush. $150, saucony.com

UA Qualifier ColdGear Leggings The
lightweight, compressive fabric has
a cozy lining and mesh panels to release heat. $90, underarmour.com

Icebreaker BodyFitZone150 Body
mapping tech helps retain warmth
at the torso but allows airflow under
your armpits. $70, icebreaker.com

Yaktrax Run Cleats If you’d rather
not invest in winter running shoes,
pull-on steel coils and spikes dig in
on icy paths. $40, yaktrax.com

THAT’S DEBATABLE

Does a ‘Chic’ Fire Extinguisher Put Your Home at Risk?
You might be more willing to install the new aesthetically pleasing safety gear, but the homely classic red version has its defenders

Amerex,
5-lb ABC dry
chemical
extinguisher,
$64, uline.com

Jalo Helsinki’s
Oiva extinguisher, $80,
finnishdesignshop.com

WHAT DO peppermint-scented candles,
intricate holiday meals and crisp winter
air have in common? A heightened risk of
fueling a house fire, says the Red Cross.
Yet more than 30% of American homes don’t
have a fire extinguisher according to a survey by
the homeowner resource porch.com. That’s not
counting residences where strategically garish extinguishers are buried behind winter coats and
skis—inaccessible in the event of a conflagration.
Chic extinguishers do the same job as traditional ones without drawing undue attention.
Their fun finishes and creative shapes make
homeowners more likely to display them prominently on a countertop or bookcase (or to purchase them at all). Recognizing that urbane designs might encourage homeowners to buy in,
Japanese company Morita Miyata, which has
made extinguishers for a century, recently
launched a line of matte black and white devices.
Brian O’Connor, head of the fire extinguisher initiative at the National Fire Protection Association,
approves, noting the pros of increased ownership
outweigh the cons that come from discreetly dapper extinguishers “hiding in plain sight.”
Americans got by for decades without red extinguishers—it wasn’t until the 1970s that the distinctive color took hold, replacing copper vessels.
After you remove its playful duck head, Jalo Helsinki’s Oiva extinguisher functions like a standard
fire snuffer. Some would argue: It’s what’s on the
inside that counts. —Rachel Wolfe
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SERGE BLOCH (ILLUSTRATION), SUVI KESÄLÄINEN (OIVA DUCK)

A BOWL OF SPAGHETTI nearly cost
me my apartment earlier this year. After
I emptied an entire box of pasta into a
too-small pot, the spaghetti tips grazed the
burner and burst into flames. As I frantically, ineffectually dumped water on my smoldering cuisine, I resolved to get myself to a hardware store
and buy a fire extinguisher to stash by the stove.
Though I was vaguely aware you can find legitimately pretty extinguishers these days, I wanted
the classic, ugly red one, complete with the oversize pictograph instructing users to first pull the
pin. So what if it detracted from my décor? I
wanted to signal to guests how seriously I took
fire safety. Plus, I found a five-pound Amerex extinguisher for $64. Designer models (which often
lack warning labels) can cost hundreds.
As a descendant of volunteer firefighters, I
found my stovetop mishap mortifying and was
wary of making an error. As my father could tell
you: If you hang an extinguisher you can’t recognize as such in a panic—like those from the Belgian brand Safe-T that masquerade as a bottle of
bourbon (from $99, safe-t.us) or the duck-shaped
Oiva (right)—why own one at all?
“I can’t imagine two years after buying a fire
extinguisher, running around and remembering
that I bought a duck,” said Sean Fallon, a Las Vegas-based filmmaker and new father who
doubted whether his son’s nanny would be able
to quickly identify the device. “You want a fire extinguisher that’s intrusive. That’s the whole point.”
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